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About This Content

Get ready to rock!

The OVERKILL Pack is our 17th DLC for PAYDAY 2. It allows heisters to use the Minigun and the Rocket Launcher
weapons, the OVERKILL mask as well as a new OVERKILL Escape Van skin. There will be 3 weapon modifications for the
Minigun as well as a total 10 extra achievements added. The OVERKILL Pack adds a large amount of Hype Fuel for the Hype

Train event with a chance of unlocking additional content for all PAYDAY 2 owners.

Key Features
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•New Minigun weapon – The Minigun is a 7.62x51 mm, six-barreled machine gun. The rate of fire is between 2,000 to 6,000
rounds per minute which is crazy. It has Gatling-style rotating barrels with an electric motor as its power source. The "Mini" in
the name is in comparison to designs that use a similar firing mechanism but larger shells, which is funny, because the Minigun

isn't that mini in reality.

•3 Minigun weapon mods – Enjoy customizing the minigun with some really cool weapon modifications.

•New Rocket Launcher weapon – The Rocket Launcher is a portable, unguided, shoulder-launched, anti-tank rocket-propelled
grenade launcher. Because of its ruggedness, simplicity, low cost, and effectiveness it has become the most widely used anti-

armor weapon in the world.
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•New Escape Van skin – Modify the classic PAYDAY gang Escape Van with a completely new and unique skin. Be the envy
of all other heisters out there using this beauty.

•1 new OVERKILL mask – A completely new mask that we call the OVERKILL mask is given to anyone who purchases the
OVERKILL pack.

•10 new achievements – An additional 10 achievements are added to give you more challenges to complete with your crew.
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•Additional Hype Fuel for the Hype Train event – Help the rest of the community gain Hype Fuel by purchashing the
OVERKILL Pack. Buy the 4-pack and give the extra copies away to your friends. The Hype Fuel event is a community event

between Februrary 5 and March 12 where the community work together in order to unlock free updates for everyone.

•Bonus content with the Spring Break event – When the Hype Train event has concluded, all of the destinations that have
been reached will generate free content that will be unlocked during the Spring Break event between 13-21 March.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: The OVERKILL Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256MB minimum)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:13 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian
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Because I felt like taking it easy and relaxing for a bit, I decided to stab myself in the feels with this gorgeous-looking,
eargasmic little mix of smiles and tears.

Would gladly do the same with the sequels.. I still have probably dozens, if not hundreds of hours of content in this game. It is
increasingly complex, fun, and sometimes totally frustrating and feels impossible. So, yeah, it's a great tower defense game that
has almost limitless content, it seems, especially with randomized maps and user made maps. Get it.. Greedy DLC practices..
GOOD MATH FRIEND
. This is the most peristeronic game I have ever played! It has a cute style and a surprisingly complex story that will keep you
coming back to play all the routes to get more lore.. First thing: you need to be italian or, at least, know italian language to
appreciate this game!

The game in itself is not so bad: it's a classic point&click adventure and the gameplay is simple like the riddles. The best part is
the comic style of the cutscenes: the dialogues and acting voices are not quite good, but the plot is interesting and sufficiently
developed, also because is based on the book "In God's Name" of David Yallop.
But, be aware, this is only the first episode and doesn't last very long!
So, it is good enough to play but buy it at low price
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Very challenging competetitive game.. Great asset pack if you have Time Fantasy tilesets as well.. This is nothing but a port of
the original game so expect nothing new and nothing to be fixed. But still worth the price for what you get.

I recommend this game for anyone looking for a small challenge to pass the time on a lazy afternoon. The scope is limited and
the learning curve is non-existent. Simply read up on available (in-game) products at the beginning of a session, create a model
of the first industry in your mind, then execute it before the AI decides to use your same spot.

The game has run without any graphics issues for me (32" curved samsung, Windows 7) but all of the old bugs are still present.
This game is very basic and will not take long to master with limited products lines, no advertising, and no way to mess with
your opponent (beyond destroying trees around a lumber yard they are using or paying to destroy a town that is home to their
flagship product). Worth the money for the fun it still brings and certainly worth it on sale.. Writing of a 12 year old emo guild
that thinks only of cuttin her wrists. If you have emotional problems/want to kill yourself then definietely check it out!. Hacker
Evolution is more of a typing game, then a hacking simulator. I like the concept of hacker games. The sense of online
omnipotence has a huge appeal. HOWEVER, this game actively punishes exploration. A lot of the game is trial and error. If you
do not do things in order, you will have to restart. Restart the level? No, the entire game. Your penalties from previous levels
carry over to the next.

If you ever feel the need to check out things off the developers predetermined path, they slap you with in game monetary
penalties. ex: You see that a website called dot-hackers.net. Seems cool, right, so you go to check it out. You are penalized for
looking up the website. Yes, they penalize you for LOOKING UP WEBSITES! Then they penalize you for logging on, and then
they penalize you for downloading files. The only way to take away your penalties is too pay in game money. They penalize you
when you make money. Every. Single. Time. So if you get the game, go ahead and save yourself some headaches and use the
money cheat (xmoney) to give yourself all the money you will ever need.

The good thing about the game is that it had somewhat of a vision, but if you want a hacking game that makes you feel
powerful, go with UPLINK.. This game was nothing short of awe inspiring, wanna relax but have a little excitement to keep ya
going? Then this is it. I dont play often but this game is really something

PROS
 - Awesome graphics
 - The Music
 - great balance between relaxing\/excitement
 - Controller Support
 - Very easy to come back to

CONS
 - No zoom function
. The Next World is an immersive and entertaining science fiction visual novel game that requires strategy and colonial
management. The story and science fiction elements of the game are very impressive. It is written well, and the graphics are
beautifully drawn.

The colonial management in the game is very difficult, but incredibly addictive. Working out strategies to mitigate the
(inevitable) casualties your colony is going to suffer is a lot of fun given all the hardships you face. The choice of the main
player character also added different story elements to the game. While your player character choice doesn't diverge the story
dramatically, there were enough changes to satisfy me and provide replayability.

I played the Next World when it first came out and thoroughly enjoyed the original. There were a number of elements I felt
could have been improved, and when I discovered that the new DLC (Planetary Exploration) was available I downloaded it
immediately. The new DLC is a great addition that improves on an already very good game. The most substantial change relates
to, unsurprisingly, planetary exploration. While there is still a very welcome degree of randomness, the inclusion of a planetary
map is a good one. This is in addition to the many new exploration events that enhance the game. In some ways the game felt
more challenging, but on reflection this was getting used to the new options available to the player. I also welcome the
enhancements to the power-management event chain regarding the decision whether to pursue a fusion reactor or a renewable
energy strategy.
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My young son and I both enjoyed playing the Next World thoroughly. I am looking forward to future DLC and further
developments \u2014 there is definitely potential for the game to be enlarged in a very big way. I recommend.. Mystic Saga
reminds me a lot Lost Lands: A Hidden Object Adventure. Given the fact that it's Five-BN publishing, it's not a surprise. I don't
know which one was the first but while Lost Lands was clearly based on a universe already developed with traditionnal games,
Mystic Saga seems to have no counterpart.

The story isn't really the most important here but you're a young man that seems to have an extraordinary destiny: free the land
from the Empress, who is evil.

You have an energy bar that will resplenish itself every 90 seconds. It's a reminder of the Facebook games, where you're limited
to play because of that, which is also an incentive to buy energy. In Mystic Saga, like for Lost Lands, you can buy crystals that
you can use to advance or buy items (like energizer) or the ingame money, used to buy items, mainly weapons or objects to
exhange.

You have several quests to accomplish in order to advance: to do so, you need to visit locations with hidden objects scenes. You
have three main modes: a list of words, a list of shapes and a night mode, where you have only a flashlight (or torch or choose
anything that can light) to find items. Contrary to Lost Lands, Mystic Saga is showing you when it's day or when it's night in a
location and which type of list you'll be confronted. I find it more interesting to have that data as you can cycle through the same
location without asking yourself if it will take time to finally reach a night level.

When you complete a location, you're rewarded with items, money and experience. But it also means that energy is decreasing
as each location costs energy (and it's increasing when you reach the upper level of the location - you have 10 - contrary to Lost
Lands where you have 5 but it takes more or less the same time to reach the max). An unique feature in Mystic Saga (still
compared to Lost Lands) is the fact that finding real fast items will give you bonus: experience, energy, coins but also items for
collections like statues or unique coins. The game is still timed, so make sure not to be distracted like I was for a level, costing
me 40 energy (or maybe half of it). I'll do the fail level achievement on my own with a low level energy.

You can also interact with people or creatures on the maps. In Lost Lands (Hidden Objects and Mahjong) and Clover Tales (a
match-3 game based on the same mechanisms), you were scaring or killing enemies. Here, in Mystic Saga, you have people like
a Merchant and a Sage with whom you'll exhange items. However, it's still the same item they need. But it's changing of spiders
running around.

You can also collect items in a collection and exhange them once completed for tools, chests, experience, energizers or coins.

As it's implied that experience is used to level up, the fact to do it will increase your energy bar. Given the fact that some
locations can cost 95 energy (I suppose that it will be the case, like in Lost Lands), increasing your bar is really advised.

The graphics are good but I'm just sad that clicking on the quest will make you leave the map and show you a full picture of the
character concerned with their location. I prefer largerly how Lost Lands is handling it with just a pop-up. The soundtrack is
also quite varied and nice.

Like Lost Lands or Clover Tales, Mystic Saga is free-to-play. However, as I've indicated, you can be tempted to buy money or
crystals to advance faster in the game. And this is where you may be spending too much money if you're impatient. I will not
point for a fourth time the hate I've for that kind of system.

But I will just give you a piece of advice: Mystic Saga will not disappear suddenly, at least, not now. Even if the stats of players
aren't as high as a Killing Floor 2 or a Team Fortress, it's still enough for that kind of game. Besides, I suppose that from time to
time, you'll be spending real money in the game, like I did for Lost Lands and Clover Tales. Thanks god, it's exceptionnal. In
other words, you have time to complete the game. Just be patient and you'll see that you will not have the compulsion of buying
more money or crystals.

In the end, I love Mystic Saga because it's similar to Lost Lands and yet so different and probably more adapted for me (an
eastern setting, a soundtrack fitting and a better challenge). You can go ahead. Mystic Saga is really worthy.
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